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12:25 AM

  #41

Steve Price
Administrator

Join Date: May 2008
Posts: 67

Steve,  you are scaring the kids.

Hi Horst

Scarier than most fairy tales? Grandma getting eaten by wolves? Comatose princesses?
Impaled horses seems pretty tame.

Steve

 September 18th, 2014,
03:24 PM

  #42

Pierre Galafassi
Members

Join Date: Oct 2009
Posts: 95

Hi Horst,

cf your September 14th post

Nobody wrote in this thread that there was no East-West exchange of goods whatsoever in
Eurasia before the «official» opening of the Silk road during the Han dynasty.
You could even have mentioned other well known examples of commercial links over very
long distances, all much older than «Pazyrik»: to name just a very important one: the tin
ore which triggered the bronze age all over Eurasia but came, initially, from a very limited
number of sites, mainly the British isles. That there were long routes for amber and
obsidian too, for example, even during the neolithic is no scoop either. You mention one
fragment of silk found in the West long before the Han Chinese dynasty thought of making
silk a strategic business, but you could have mentioned as well the fact that one silk
fragment was found in late pharaonic Egypt. It is a mere banality too that eastern-, and
western Scythians kept communication channels open between each other, their common
artistic style would prove it, even if the logics of a highly mobile nomad civilization sharing
an aptly named «Scythian steppe» would not already be enough to explain it.

But there is a large difference between the importance of the mentioned millenary-old but
mostly capillary businesses and the wealth generated by the Silk Road proper. Besides, I
am not aware of any source attributing to the Scythians any significative role as a
commercial link between China and the West.

Good try, Horst, but your stating as an historical fact that the Scythians got part of their
wealth from «keeping the silk road open» is and remains just one of your highly
imaginative ways of abusing poor old Clio.
- As was your statement than 5th century Greeks had no knowledge of the Scythians
(despite a dozen Greek colonies implanted in western Scythians territory, mostly since the
7th-6th century BCE, and despite the fact that 5th century Anatolian Greeks, including
Herodotus himself were living close to another Scythian-related ethnic group, the
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Cimmerians, since a couple of centuries).
- As was your statement that this Greek «ignorance» motivated Athens into sending agent
Herodotus 007 gathering strategic information about these «unknown» people and their
«gold mines in the steppe (sic)».

I am still trying to understand how your long and historically err…approximative digression
about the Scythians was in any way supporting your conviction (and how it could have
convinced us all), that the rug was woven in Mesopotamia and that the local Scythians
could definitely not be the authors. The whole affair seemed fully OT to me, to be sincere.

However, I did appreciate the implacable logic of your linking closely the style of a 5th-
century BCE Pazyrik felt to a 2000 BCE Mesopotamian seal, but claiming at the same time
that «at the time of its making the Achaemenid empire was only about 200 years old, it
obviously rests in an older tradition, i.e the mentioned Assyrian or Wider Upper
Mesopotamian one». It is indeed obvious that any (marginal-) motif similarity is much more
likely to be due to a direct influence if the time- span is 1500 years rather than if it is less
than 200 years. How could I not have understood it immediately!?

Neither Martin nor any of the other contributors to this thread have been claiming any
certainty about the origin of the Pazyrik rug, we have all merely contributed pieces of
information which either support or contradict one or the other hypothesis.

Mind you, I do love a creative story, as long as one makes it clear that it is either a mere
hypothesis or a scenario for the next heroic fantasy movie. The trouble is that you are
systematically pushing opinions and hypothesis of yours as obvious facts while hardly
bothering to acknowledge other people’s arguments, nor bringing any valid clue supporting
your views.

It would surely help your hypothesis, for example, to bring any solid evidence of rug-
weaving being a traditional activity in Mesopotamia too at the time, or at least to explain
why it would be likely, or to compare (pre-Achaemenian) Babylonian- and Assyrian styles
(6th century BCE for example) with the style of Pazyrik felts, artifacts and rug. IMHO that
would be quite a sobering experience.

This being said, my dear Horst, I’ll now join Filiberto and retire on top of the Aventine Hill
too (never mind, it’s an old Italian tradition). Please go ahead. Without me.

Regards
Pierre

Last edited by Pierre Galafassi; September 18th, 2014 at 03:37 PM.

 September 19th, 2014,
03:38 PM

  #43

Horst Nitz
Members

Join Date: Feb 2013
Posts: 33

Hi Steve,

yours is a good point and it brings back old memories. With about ten or eleven I went out
intro the forest with my boy scout group for a kind of initiation. We had all been asked to
prepare a scary story that we would tell or read to one another, I took something from a
collection of Edgar Allen Poe. After the tent was up and around the fire, we had cay and
stories. Afterwards I wondered, how it could be that none of these stories took my breath
as did the tale of Little Red Riding Hood a few years earlier. Your remark has made me
aware, that among all the singing, reading and story telling to our children, we had omitted
classic fairy tales – I am sure others have made up for it.

Best,

Horst

 September 20th, 2014,
09:54 AM

  #44

Martin Andersen
Members

Hi All
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Join Date: Jul 2008
Posts: 138

I certainly agree that the match between the Phrygian/Achaemenian ornament and the
Pazyryk rug field pattern is a fascinating close match:

And though the ornament surely as Patrick suggest may origin in a star, it to me looks more
like a highly formalized decorative floral pattern. And even it is clearly not as widespread as
for example the “running dog border” or the “curled leaf border” I would personally rather
see it as related to this type of decorative migrating patterns than as a specific
religious/regional symbol.

Just yet another sidetrack, but looking at the Pazyryk saddle covers and the tattoos there is
an interesting correlation between motif and placement. The fish tattoo would on a
mounted horseman physically correlate to the felt fish fringe ornament on this saddle
cover:

Not that I have any idea what this would imply, but its still kind of interesting as a
prominent fish motif is not something one see often in the Scythian animal style. “The gold
fish of Vettersfelde” ca 500 BCE might be a beautiful Greek influenced relative - fish
carrying predator and prey:
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The tattoo wasn't made in Athen, we have to give the Pazyryk people credit for it, might be
a stretch but still perhaps a sample of connections in motifs across the Scythian area of the
Eurasian steppe (one could perhaps point further to the Mesopotamian "fish-gods" Oannes
and Dagon but that would of course be stretching a stretch)

As we have no direct sources written by the Schytians themselves I suppose we actually
know next to nothing of the narrative of their probably very complex and diverse religious
world, and this of course leaves huge spaces for wild speculations and interpretations of the
artifacts, both for experts and amateurs 

best Martin

Last edited by Martin Andersen; September 20th, 2014 at 12:35 PM.

 September 20th, 2014,
08:20 PM

  #45

Horst Nitz
Members

Join Date: Feb 2013
Posts: 33

Hi Martin,

Rudenko already remarked on the association between the fish tatoo and the fish shaped
pendants at the saddle cover. Good that we have the Vettersfelde fish that makes it clear
what we've got. Otherwise the shape would perhaps arouse some more frivolous
associations.

Bunches of ears and cones count as floral representations, don't they? This or other floral
interpretations, do you think they would be there if it wasn't for a particular significance
(meaning attached to it)? The eight-pointed star was significant as a symbol of Ishtar.
Sometimes her sister, sometimes she herself was represented as the goddess of the
underworld, who decided on any mortal's destiny (see Gilgamesh epos). I can't imagine
that just any odd floral motif on a Scythian rug from the former Assyrian border-lands
designed for a funeral ritual would do - and cover more than half of the overall rug. A
goddess would be appropriate. Recalling the felt, there too the happy-go-lucky rider meets
a goddess.

Mind you, what looks like cones in the Phrygian representation, might be horns in the
Assyrian / Scythian representation, as good as always having been a symbol of a god or
goddess.

Regards,

Horst

Last edited by Horst Nitz; September 20th, 2014 at 09:22 PM.

 September 21st, 2014,
05:12 AM

  #46

Chuck Wagner
Members

Join Date: May 2008
Posts: 26

Hi Martin,

A tangential comment, but relevant given the artful interpretations we often see here in
Turkotekistan...

That Vettersfeld fish is a remarkable piece of work. I'm sure I have not found all the
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analyses that have been prepared, but of those I have found, all refer to "6 fish" of
unknown species.

Interestingly, one author that made that indefinite observation notes that one of the prey is
a boar attacked by a panther (actually a leopard, say I) and another a fallow deer attacked
by a lion. Nevertheless, more detail remained without remark. A very close look at this
image (on Pinterest) will show that two of them (at upper left) are clearly bottle nosed
dolphins. And so, I think one must look very carefully at any evidence, independent of the
interpretations of the evidence.

http://media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/or...11c231cff2.jpg
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Regards
Chuck Wagner

 October 7th, 2014, 10:13
PM

  #47

Pierre Galafassi
Members

Join Date: Oct 2009
Hi all,
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Posts: 95

Although it makes me feel a bit like shelling an ambulance (or rather a hearse), it might still
be interesting to report a few more informations relevant to the discussion.

The source is the serious and documented site Iranica online:
http://www.iranicaonline.or g/articles/carpets-vi

Horst has repeatedly quoted Rudenko (the fellow who excavated kurgan 5 at Pazyrik),
somewhat abusively claiming that the Russian archeologist's findings bring water to his mill
and do support his identification of Mesopotamia as the rug weaver’s home.

Horst, surely inadvertently, forgot to mention that:
-Rudenko joined several other experts in attributing the rug to a Persian source, not to a
Mesopotamian one, and saw in it an Achaemenid influence. (Rudenko, 1970, p. 304.)
-Rudenko identified the deer in the border as a fallow deer, Cervus dama (Rudenko, 1968,
p. 42)

Rubinson and Farkas pp 24-25, as well as Ghirsman 1964, p.239 are quoted by Iranica
online as agreeing with this deer identification, seeing the «dot and comma» motif of their
haunches as a possible indication of Achaemenid influence, but on the other hand the
«..naturalistic body contour and pose with lowered head suggest that the carpet was made
in Central Asia or Siberia where this animal and the naturalistic representation of animals in
general were indigenous…»

Among various other authors’ interesting opinions, Iranica online mentions
-Ghirshman (1964 p. 176 &184, ) who sees an analogy of the horses and riders rug frieze
with the tribute bearers on Persepolis frieze.
-Judith Lerner who observes that the Pazyrik horsemen, alternatively mounted and on foot,
are a rather distant adaptation of this Achaemenid original.
-Jettmar (p. 121) who suggests that the rug may have been a game board, on account of
the 24 framed squares of the field, each containing a floral stylized element.
-Albenda (p. 3) who suggests that this floral element might ultimately derive from an older
Assyrian motif.

Iranica online adds a couple of other pieces of related information which seem quite
interesting too:

In his Cyropaedia, Xenophon mentions that the Persian kings made use of Median carpets.
(As the reader may remember, the Medes kings were the predecessors of the Achaemenid
kings, their original tribal home was situated North of the Achaemenid one. The Medes kept
a privileged position in the Achaemenid Empire.)

- Kurgan 2 at Bashadar (also in the Altai), about a century older than Pazyrik kurgan 5,
yielded a (fragment of) pile carpet too. At 7000 asymmetrical knots / dm2 it was about
twice as fine as the already impressive Pazyrik rug, (which was woven with the symmetrical
knot).

Last edited by Pierre Galafassi; October 7th, 2014 at 10:20 PM.

 October 9th, 2014, 04:52
AM

  #48

Horst Nitz
Members

Join Date: Feb 2013
Posts: 33

Hi Pierre,

in the first place, this here is about the Pazyryk rug and felt-hanging and not about how
much money the Scyths made or made not in the Eurasian trade - right? It already was
part of your more valuable comments in a previous post that made me aware of the fact,
that the old northern routes the Scyths had used was no commercial enterprise on a similar
scale as the “official” Silk Route, and probably I should not have called it Silk Route at all. It
is what happens if you post from a remote location without library and proper wifi, you
can’t check on every possible aspect.

On the other hand, I am aware of the errors, misinterpretations and skewed comparisons in
this discussion, only I don’t feel inclined to make an issue of them. Two examples of many:
I never said or implied that the Scyths first learned in contact with the Greek about Kybele,
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or that the Pazyryk rug was made in the swamps of the lower Mesopotamian estuary.
Criticising arguments that nobody had used, is a rhetorical manoeuvre. In a free translation
of a German language figure of speech, it is like turning curls on a bold head (“Locken
drehen auf einer Glatze”).

In locating the production area of the rug, I am using the term ‘Wider Upper Mesopotamia’,
which is more specific than Rudenko’s Hither Asia, but not as narrow as Schuermann’s
Sakic. With the latter attribution I am having the problem, that at the time of the rugs
assumed making, it was rather far into Achaemenide territory, and perhaps too far to be
feasible, even if taken into account that in those days borders were rather nominal and the
Achaemenid rule was gradually descending from its apex. At the time of Artaxerxes II (404
bis 359 BC) there was outright trouble. His rule was challenged by his younger brother
Kyros (see Xenophon, Anabasis), Egypt made its bid for independence, revolts broke out in
the west. Your suggestion, the rug may have been a kingly present, is intriguing. The donor
may have been one of the aristocratic satraps or local rulers, covertly cooperating with the
Scyths and making the commissioning possible. But this scenario carries more than an
element of uncertainty. Within a bandwidth of less than plus minus one-hundred years of
any supposed age of the rug, much has happened in the region; and we cannot be certain
about its exact age. It is noteworthy, that age attributions differ. A 1994 St. Petersburg test
of material from kurgan 5 (except the rug) arrived at a composite age of 440-360 Bc. In
1998 a wool sample from the rug was C-14 tested at ETH Zurich, yielding a calibrated
calendar age of 383-332 (25%) and 328-200 (75%) BC at 95% confidence limit (HALI
107/1999).

Ambitious discussants in internet forums sometimes seem to feel they don’t need to bother
with the history of a debate and with its literature; to them, what is needed to know can be
pulled from the internet. This way debates tend to repeatedly start from scratch, or worse,
like here, it sets back the clock on a long debate that eventually had reached a state of
consent. The case of the rug here has been presented simplified, selective and skewed.
Schuermann tackled the task of hypothesising on the rug’s function, and of narrowing the
focus of the supposed production area. His fundament is Rudenko’s “Frozen Tombs of
Siberia” which, as it seems, is either not appreciated by you or has gone unnoticed. I find
this rather astonishing, considering the far reaching conclusions you and Martin make. The
book discusses in detail the questions you are longing to have answered by me. (Your
words): “It would surely help your hypothesis, for example, to bring any solid evidence of
rug-weaving being a traditional activity in Mesopotamia too at the time, or at least to
explain why it would be likely, or to compare (pre-Achaemenian) Babylonian- and Assyrian
styles (6th century BCE for example) with the style of Pazyrik felts, artifacts and rug.”

Do enjoy your retreat to the hills. If you feel like taking some reading, I do recommend the
excavator’s account: Rudenko S (1970) Frozen Tombs of Siberia. The Pazyryk Burials of
Iron Age Horseman. If you are keen, also HALI 5/2 1982, 107/1999 and 113/2000.

If then you come down from your retreat better informed, we could perhaps discuss some
of Rudenko’s views and their implications for the discussion here. To him, as you might find
out (1) the painted alabaster reliefs in the Assyrian palaces were imitations of the gobelin
work or embroidery used in Babylonian art. Such reliefs dating from not later than the
eight’s century constitute the oldest evidence of carpet manufacture. Sphinxes with human
faces like in the felt-hanging, are an Assyrian speciality (2); the Sphinxes’ faces like that of
the rider(s) in the felt hanging depict an Assyro-Armenoid type (3); the costumes of the
goddess and the rider(s) are in all probability not local custom (4); these attributes and
characteristics, and the schema of the sphinx must have been fed into traditional Scythian
art not later than the 7thcentury BC (5). At this time (see previous post) the Scyths stood
in NW Iran, H.N.). In answering the question, who created these objects, Rudenko takes
the view, that “we are dealing with a general folk art” and not with “specialist artists
working at the headquarters of supreme or tribal chiefs, as some foreign archaeologists
suppose.” If this is so, I wonder why on earth and contrary to his own reasoning he
eventually attributes the felt hanging (only it and not the rug sic! ) to the Altai. An act of
Soviet diplomacy, that let Siberia have the felt after the rug was given to Azerbaijan and
Armenia? The Scyths possessed popular creativity and senso-motoric skill, a combination
one could hope to find among a people that were constantly on the move. Once arrived in
the region of today’s NW Iran in the neighbourhood of Assyrians, Medes, Phrygians and to
others, they had ca. 250 years to assimilate / accommodate to western artistic styles.
Shouldn’t this have been sufficient to arrive at that distinct “hybrid of foreign and native
motifs organically linked in a single idea” (Rudenko)? It makes far fewer assumptions than
the concept of importing all these motifs and their underlying concepts to the Altai – see
Occam’s razor principle that Patrick reminds us off in a parallel discussion.
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After all, there we find no parallel pieces and no evidence of a hardware in the form of a
loom, suitable for the making of a rug like the Pazyryk. And before I come to the end, I
briefly want to touch the issue of the rug. In HALI 107 / 1999 Ludmila Barkova, then
curator of the Pazyryk collection, gently confronts Harald Boehmer and Jon Thompson
(1991) who thought that the rug was a local (Altaic, H.N.) copy of an Iranian original, with
the fact, that all the excavated textile structures the rug could be compared with were
made with unplied Z-spun yarns from a local sheep breed. The rug however was made
exclusively with plied yarns and with a mixture of fibre types. Since it also shows a
considerable warp off-set (depression), it can confidently be attributed to the area already
suggested, ie Wider Upper Mesopotamia. It looks as if a lesson can still be learned from
Rudenko and Schürmann.

Enjoy your retreat.

Horst

 October 9th, 2014, 03:22
PM

  #49

Pierre Galafassi
Members

Join Date: Oct 2009
Posts: 95

Hi Horst,

One sentence of yours that I emphatically approve is the one below, but I still have a
nagging suspicion that you din’t have yourself in mind when you wrote it. «Ambitious
discussants in internet forums sometimes seem to feel they don’t need to bother with the
history of a debate and with its literature; to them, what is needed to know can be pulled
from the internet. This way debates tend to repeatedly start from scratch, or worse, like
here, it sets back the clock on a long debate that eventually had reached a state of consent.
The case of the rug here has been presented simplified, selective and skewed..»

May I remember to you that
you introduced in this discussion lengthy digressions about the Scythians, the Silk Road
and Herodotus, which were not only fully off-topic, but loaded with historical non-sense. To
allow you avoiding in future to look a trifle foolish on the latter topic, for example, (and
have later to try and dismiss your own creative wandering as irrelevant), there are at least
two good full translations of Herodotus’ History on the net, including Georges Rawlinson’s.
Enjoy it, better late than never.

you are the one who, all along, sold us as a fact a Mesopotamian source of the Pazyrik rug
and declared surely false the theory of a Scythian source, without bothering in the least to
illustrate this ukase with any proof or clue, unable even to bring into the discussion
Rudenko’s and Shurmann’s surely highly interesting reasons of their opinions ( possibly
undistorted), while all other contributors to this thread did their best to document and
illustrate their opinions, easily agreeing that the case of the rug’s origin is still open, but
that a Scythian weaving can’t be excluded at this point of time, which is obviously also how
the scientific community still sees it today.

I noticed though, with a smile, that you have, quite discretely, started a strategic retreat on
this topic: Now, the (alleged) sources of your ukase, Rudenko and Schuermann, are
merely «hypothesizing» (just like the other interested members of the mentioned scientific
community and also like the bunch of aficionados of rugs, art and history who enjoy
exchanging opinions on Turkotek, at least until a dogmatic fairy-tales lover starts disrupting
the peace). Now you do write«Once arrived in the region of today’s NW Iran in the
neighborhood of Assyrians, Medes, Phrygians and to others, they had ca. 250 years to
assimilate / accommodate to western artistic styles. Shouldn’t this have been sufficient to
arrive at that distinct hybrid of foreign and native motifs organically linked in a single idea».
So nice really of you to have come to this obvious conclusion, finally, which means,
perhaps, that you now accept the evidence, which is that the rug could have been woven in
various places of the Achaemenid Empire or outside it, in a Scythian environment for
example. Now you do introduce one of Rudenko’s opinions that “we are dealing with a
general folk art” and not with “specialist artists working at the headquarters of supreme or
tribal chiefs, as some foreign archaeologists suppose.” Which is only an opinion again and
not exactly supporting your theory (sorry, your knowing) that the rug was an artifact of
Mesopotamian origin and is also confirming that already in his time Rudenko encountered
some contradiction from his peers. Logically, given the limited facts available.
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A few little pieces of Horstian argumentation and self-contradictions now, just for the fun of
it:
Quote 1…«If this is so, I wonder why on earth and contrary to his own reasoning he
(Rudenko) eventually attributes the felt hanging (only it and not the rug sic! ) to the Altai.
An act of Soviet diplomacy, that let Siberia have the felt after the rug was given to
Azerbaijan and Armenia….».

Soooo then, by your own reckoning, Mr Rudenko did see some personal reasons to think
that there was some possible Eastern Scythian influence in Pazyrik felts after all? Is that
so? Why did you forget this relevant piece of information when you dismissively
contradicted Martin on this point? It surely can’t be bad faith or manipulation, can it?
Besides, concerning the rug, do you really claim that Armenia and Azerbaidjan are still part
of Mesopotamia, even very «upper-upper Mesopotamia»?
As a profound (or drowned?) specialist of Scythian history, do you realize that Azerbaijan
and part of Caucasus was home to a Scythian population too during Achaemenid rule of
Persia, with well documented war of the latter against the former? Is this information
perhaps raising any late doubt in your mind? Does it seem so outlandish to you now that
even this (very hypothetical-) influence on Pazyrik felts was not so alien to the Eastern
Scythians after all, and even that Martin’s well documented opinion on this topic could have
some merit too ?
Your innuendos, about Rudenko’s motivation do not require a particular comment.
Remember though, that you want the guy to support your views, so don’t offend him like
that.

Quote 2: «Sphinxes with human faces like in the felt-hanging, are an Assyrian speciality»
No doubt about that, Horst, but also a (very much older) Egyptian specialty, since the
Sphinx of Gizeh is, if i do not err from the 5th dynasty. It also was a much utilized motif in
Achaemenid Persia, in Classical Greece, in western Scythian art etc.., do you contest this
fact? Why on earth ( or at least in Berlin) should that motif prove in any way a specific
Assyrian source of the rug or even a significant Assyrian influence?

Quote 3: «After all, there we find no parallel pieces and no evidence of a hardware in the
form of a loom, suitable for the making of a rug like the Pazyryk » .
No parallel pieces, uuuh?
Why do you think that I quoted Iranica-online then, mentioning a second, finer and 100
years older fragment of a rug found in another Altai kurgan? (kurgan 2, Bashadar, quoted
from http://www.iranicaonline.or g/articles/carpets-vi) . Do you have good reasons to think
that the people writing for Iranica on-line are incompetent or biased amateurs? I do mean,
other than the fact that they happened to contradict you, of course?

No loom suitable for weaving a rug like Pazyrik was found by archeologists? This, as far as I
know, is perfectly correct, but I am sure that you will gratify us shortly with either such a
5th century BCE find in Mesopotamia (as «upper» as you’d wish, including the polar circle)
or at least with a picture of an Assyrian rug loom, taken for example from one of your
(surely) correctly quoted sources.

Quote 4: «I never said or implied…. that the Pazyryk rug was made in the swamps of the
lower Mesopotamian estuary» Right again, but nobody else here ever mentioned the
«swamps of the estuary» either. If anything, we mentioned the urban and agricultural
environment of Mesopotamia and its lack of specialization in raising war horses or Siberian
deer of the species « Cervus dama». We also dared to suggest that the Pazyrik riders’
costume did not quite hint at the fashion of a large city like Babylon or Niniveh, but rather
to a nomad tradition having built its power on the mobility of its cavalry, such as Scythians,
Cimmerians, Medes, Achaemenians etc..etc.. We even very favorably commented your err..
decision that the Pazyrik rider border must be identified as being a funerary rug. We only
took the liberty of downgrading the idea a bit from «fact, period!» to «quite reasonable
hypothesis». Sorry for that abuse of authority.

It seems that again my post is illegal (too long) , see you next post.

Last edited by Pierre Galafassi; October 9th, 2014 at 03:37 PM.

 October 9th, 2014, 03:55
PM

  #50

Pierre Galafassi
Members

Join Date: Oct 2009
post continues below.
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Posts: 95

Quote 5: « In locating the production area of the rug, I am using the term ‘Wider Upper
Mesopotamia’».

Well to be more precise, Horst, in your initial post on this Pazyrik topic (a digression in the
thread about Sogdian design, post # 50) you taught us all that «…The result of a
comparison of the designs of the Egyptian bull’s shabrack and of the (felt ?) Sogdian picnic
rug raises the question of a production area (of the Pazyrik rug ) somewhere between the
distant locations. Bagdhad, Northern Iraq and thereabouts spring in mind, not only because
of the long established links in both directions, and the fact that the Sassanid rulers resided
in Bagdhad (Filiberto rightly pointed to you that, sorry mate, but Baghdad did not exist for
more than another century after the end of the Sassanian dynasty and, if I may ask, what
on earth had the Sassanids to do with the many centuries older Pazyrik Scythians, in the
first place?) [I]…The Pazyryk rug was probably made there (Rudenko, Schürmann) Am I
guessing right that Rudenko and Schürmann actually never said so, Horst?); trying to be
more precise (sic), possibly somewhere between Urmia and ancient Nineveh.…» Will you
still argue that this ultra-precise localization is in Mesopotamia proper, neither in «upper,
nor in «extended», nor in «over-stretched-Mesopotamia» ? Then you went on mentioning
Khorsabad, hinted at (proto-) Armenians, still moving further North in long strides. In your
last post it might even seem that Azerbaidjan too could enjoy qualifying as extended-
upper-Mesopotamia to you. Please keep stretching only a little bit more, say about 100 km
North and «extended-upper-upper-Mesopotamia» could easily include a portion of the
Scythian steppe.

Usque tandem Horst abutere patientia nostra?

Cherry-picking oddities, errors and manipulations in your posts is good fun, and we all
warmly thank you for that, I am sure, but it still gets quite tiring after a while.
Thus, back to the Aventino now.
From there, I shall surely enjoy (how soon?) your answer to Marla’s comment about your
recent Salon. That is, if you presume to be able to muster the stamina and know-how

required to hold your line against such a formidable and competent opponent.

Pierre

Last edited by Pierre Galafassi; October 9th, 2014 at 04:06 PM.

 October 11th, 2014, 08:21
AM

  #51

Martin Andersen
Members

Join Date: Jul 2008
Posts: 138

Hi All

I would like to personally apologize for in engagements with Horst, both here and
elsewhere, having being very close to bad internet etiquette. But to me the posts of Horst
appear highly “Trollish”, or more specific “Sophist-trollish”. The examples that Pierre has
collected here illustrates the problem (a complete list would be terrible terrible terrible long)

best Martin

quote internet definition: "The Sophist Troll. Sophist Trolls, or “philotrolls,” fancy themselves Enlightened
Philosophers or Learned Experts of the highest order. Often well educated, Philotrolls are capable of speaking
intelligently on a number of topics, and when the spirit moves them they can be worthwhile forum participants.
Unfortunately, Sophist Trolls are an extremely hostile and intolerant species.

When confronted by opinions with which they do not agree – particularly when they do not see any means of
successfully arguing their contrary views – Sophists resort (repeatedly) to a variety of intellectually dishonest
tactics. Most often, this is characterized by an overly snide, condescending, patronizing attitude.

Philotrolls consider anyone with whom they do not agree to be “immature,” and are fond of quoting that old saw
that “A little knowledge is a dangerous thing.”

When cornered they are quick to resort to personal attacks. A philotroll’s bag of rhetorical tricks includes a
variety of transparent ploys, such as willfully misinterpreting the opponent’s words, committing Straw Man
fallacies, accusing his or her opponents of engaging in the very tactics used by the philotroll, and so forth.

When engaging in their sophistry, philotrolls are among the most hypocritical and aggravating of trollkind."

Last edited by Martin Andersen; October 11th, 2014 at 08:27 AM.
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 October 11th, 2014, 10:51
AM

  #52

Martin Andersen
Members

Join Date: Jul 2008
Posts: 138

And I of course hope that Horst will now concentrate his energy in delivering factual
answers to the questions raised in the ongoing discussion of his salon/essay “Between
Classical Carpets and the Pazyryk Rug” which is supposed to deliver an “alternative model
of developmental rug history”

best Martin

 October 18th, 2014, 09:46
AM

  #53

Pierre Galafassi
Members

Join Date: Oct 2009
Posts: 95

Hi all,

After a lengthy «trollistic» interlude, I would like to come back to the actual topic of this
discussion, trying to contribute a few more tidbits about the possible origins of the Pazyrik
pile rug.

Starting with the conclusions of a quite recent academical paper by Xing Wu published by
Cambridge Scholars Publishing.
http://www.academia.edu/2765638/Persian_and_Central_ Asian_Contributions_
to_the_Formation_of_ Social_Landscape_of_ the_Early_Nomads_in_ Pazyryk_Southern_Sib
eria

The author’s opinion is that the analysis of the artifacts discovered in the Pazyrik kurgans
suggests a strong cultural link between the Altai and the Achaemenid Persian Empire,
including in the most celebrated pieces (the pile rug and the felt wall-hanging found in
kurgan 5), which he sees as closely associated with the symbolic system of the Pazyrik
civilization. He considers that some artifacts might have been imported from the
Achaemenid Empire, but that the inventory of the Pazyrik kurgans comprises a relatively
small number of such potentially imported pieces.

According to Xing Wu certain details, such as the rendering of animal musculature, suggest
that the Achaemenid style of the Pazyrik artifacts was not directly copied from objects
manufactured in the Empire. Misinterpretations of Achaemenid stylistic traits «betray the
Pazyrik craftsmen’s lack of understanding of Persian elements». His theory is that the
Persian representations were probably filtered through the art of an intermediary people,
whom he suggests to be the Scythians Tigraxauda the «Sakas with the pointed hat»,
(already mentioned in this thread ), who were living in Kazakstan and were made tributary
by Darius. This group of (rich-) Scythians, and another group, the Saka Haumavarga,
indeed separated the Pazyrik people from the Achaemenid Empire (the Satrapy of
Sogdia).(see map in post# 32).

As far as the rug proper is concerned, Xing Wu strongly favors the recent hypothesis of a
weaving «…in some Central Asian oasis, in Sogdia or in Bactria..», mentioning a recent
study of the weaving technique (1) and the successive finding, in this area, of a terra-cotta
horse fragment «which bears an ink-drawn saddlecloth decorated with curved tendrils
identical to those on horses of the Pazyrik carpet…».

FIG 1 & FIG 2
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FIG 1 Fragment of painted terra-cotta statuette of horse at Nat. Museum. of Antiq.
Tadjikistan. Picture by Mr Wu
FIG 2 Detail of pile carpet from Kurgan v, Pazyrik. ( Artamonov 1973)

Mr. Xing Wu also discusses the monumental felt wall-hanging, also discovered in Kurgan 5,
which was discussed as well, in this thread. (see post # 22).
Quote: «…though the object itself may be closely related to religious or mythological
aspects of Southern Siberia society (Jacobson 1993, 87), it is more likely, however, that the
tapestry is a cultural product of the Sakas from northern Central Asia….., ….Its iconography
and composition, which shows a human figure of mythological aspects approaching another
seated figure, is typical of seal designs in the ancient Near East and in Achaemenid art…..».
In a nutshell, Xing Wu sees a mix of Achaemenid-, ancient Near Eastern-, and Southern
Siberian influences in the theme of the felt, but attributes its production to Scythian/Saka
artisans.

IMHO an intriguing detail of the «horse and horsemen border», does bring some further
support to the theory of a Scythian weaving. All gentlemen illustrated in the horsemen
border wear clinging trousers and at least two of them have them gaily colored and
decorated.

FIG 3 Pazyrik. Horsemen border. Detail.
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For all I know, other 5th-century BCE ethnic groups of horsemen might have fancied the
same fashion too (2), but surely the 5th century BCE Greeks considered these over-
decorated trousers a Scythian specialty.
FIG 4 shows one of the frequent Greek representations of a Scythian warrior with his rather
gaudy panties. (See as well post # 29, FIG 2 and 3)

FIG 4 Scythian archer. Red figure attic vase. 5th century BCE. British Museum.

Notes:
(1) Unfortunately Xing Wu does not elaborate on these weaving techniques, nor does he
reference the work clearly.
(2) The legendary Amazon ladies were also traditionally represented by Greek painters,
wearing similar colorful trousers. Archeology has found evidence of Scythian ladies buried
with their weapons, who had died in battle. A rather popular theory has it that the Amazon
legend was a consequence of such a behavior, apparently unthinkable from a Greek
perspective.

Last edited by Pierre Galafassi; October 18th, 2014 at 09:59 AM.

 October 18th, 2014, 01:23   #54
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PM

Martin Andersen
Members

Join Date: Jul 2008
Posts: 138

Hi Pierre

Thanks for the link to Xing Wu's paper, that as far as I can see is in good accordance with
the nuanced point of view you have brought to this thread.

best Martin

 November 12th,
2014, 05:18 PM

  #55

Filiberto
Boncompagni
Administrator

Join Date: May 2008
Location: Cyprus
Posts: 81

For the record, again

Ladies and Gentlemen,

In post #48 Horst wrote:
Quote:

In HALI 107 / 1999 Ludmila Barkova, then curator of the Pazyryk collection, gently
confronts Harald Boehmer and Jon Thompson (1991) who thought that the rug was a local
(Altaic, H.N.) copy of an Iranian original, with the fact, that all the excavated textile
structures the rug could be compared with were made with unplied Z-spun yarns from a
local sheep breed. The rug however was made exclusively with plied yarns and with a
mixture of fibre types. Since it also shows a considerable warp off-set (depression), it can
confidently be attributed to the area already suggested, ie Wider Upper Mesopotamia. It
looks as if a lesson can still be learned from Rudenko and Schürmann.

A friend of mine sent me the scans of Ludmila Barkova’s article and I thought it will be interesting
to see what she actually wrote. I cropped the scans to show her conclusions. Here is what she
answered to Bohemer and Thompson:
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Horst clearly tries to make us believe that his was also Barkova’s opinion, who, in fact, suggested
only a more western origin than Pazyrik, but in no way as “western” as Upper Mesopotamia: west
Central Asia’s Turkmenia (Turkmenistan) was Barkova’s guess.

By the way, Barkova's and other authors' guess that a region near the Amu-darya would make a
good candidate as weaving place of the rug, has nothing to do with the Turkmen people of course:
"our" Turkmen were the offspring of Turkic people who still lived in Western Altai and Tian-Shan
range by the 8-9th century AD and only penetrated into today’s Turkmenistan during the following
2-3 centuries.

Furthermore, Horst did not mention, probably on purpose because it didn’t fit with his thesis, the
second rug, the Bashadar fragment found near Pazyrik, despite the fact that it is described in all
technical details by Barkova in Hali 107. This second rug, which is about 1 century older than
Pazyrik, features significant differences (higher knots density per dm2 and type of knots for
example) and opens several interesting possibilities, in particular it increases the probability that
at least two regional civilizations / tribes / ethnic groups "of the Steppe Corridor" had acquired a
high weaving technological level already before the 5th BCE.
The Bashadar fragment:

It seems to me that Horst has a very "accommodating" way to quote his sources. Without having
the possibility to check Barkova’s article on Hali, a person in good faith could tend to believe him.
Regards,

Filiberto

 November 12th, 2014,
05:41 PM

  #56

Patrick Weiler
Members

Join Date: May 2008
Posts: 81

Add a Princess

A recent article in the widely read Siberian Times
is devoted to another Pazyryk kurgan find, the so-called Pazyryk Princess, who was found
19 years ago and has been undergoing study. The Altai people want her back and she will
be sent to a museum in the region. They claim that recent earthquake swarms are due to
the Princess being taken from her rightful grave. And I just thought it was due to politics.
It may be instructive to consider the tattoo art of this young woman and a nearby male in
the context of similarity to the rug and other textiles Rudenko found.
The article notes the genetic link of Pazyryk people to Persia and not to the Mongols.
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http://siberiantimes.com/culture/others/features/siberian-princess-reveals-her-2500-year-
old-tattoos/
There are also felt and leather goods which were found with her, but which are not,
unfortunately, described in the article.

Patrick Weiler

 November 12th, 2014,
05:56 PM

  #57

Filiberto
Boncompagni
Administrator

Join Date: May 2008
Location: Cyprus
Posts: 81

Hi Patrick,

Reading “The Siberian Times” must make you feel warmer there in Seattle, doesn’t it? 
Regards,

Filiberto

 November 12th, 2014,
06:51 PM

  #58

Patrick Weiler
Members

Join Date: May 2008
Posts: 81

Heavy Weather

Not so fast, Filiberto!
It is below freezing here in Seattle this week, with a chance of snow Thursday.
Granted, it is -20F in Dzalinda, Siberia right now.
I think you just wanted to use that umbrella icon.

Patrick Weiler

 November 13th, 2014,
12:48 AM

  #59

Rich Larkin
Members

Join Date: Jun 2008
Location: Massachusetts
Posts: 23

Hi Filiberto,

Thanks for posting those very interesting items. What is the significance of that detail
image of red and blue squares on a chain? Is it an illustration that belongs to a different
article left off your scan?

Rich

 November 13th, 2014,
06:53 AM

  #60

Martin Andersen
Members

Join Date: Jul 2008
Posts: 138

Thanks for uploading the Hali article Filiberto. One could hope that old issues of Hali some
day will be made digitally available with index and search function, there sure are
interesting articles around, and it could actually be a very good advertising for the
magasin’s new issues 

When Pinner publishes all his material I suppose we will have the possibility to continue
some of the discussions of this thread, at least there will then be a rather big group of very
old Bactrian/ Central Asian rugs made public for comparisons, and the Pazyryk rug want be
quite as alone as it have been before.

And Rich, the red and blue squares on a chain must be the guardborders of the Pazyryk
rug.

best Martin
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